
Name: Poe
Species: Corviknight
Height: 6 Feet
Age: 25 (in Corviknight years)

Quick Bio: Poe is rather small for a Corviknight. He had always
been on the short side, even as a Rookidee and Corvisquire. His
smaller height does make him easier prey for predators, and
easier to take down if anyone wants to hunt him and cook him
like a Thanksgiving turkey. For an unknown reason, everytime
Poe is either swallowed alive and digested, or eaten in a “hard
vore” or “cooking” fashion, he is always reformed. This is great
for him, since he has seemingly infinite lives, but he DOES get
hunted and eaten way more often than any self-respecting
Corviknight should.

He is curious, shy, and clumsy, which doesn’t help him evade
predators. Poe is not as strong as other members of his species,
and is not a naturally gifted fighter, so it isn’t extremely difficult
for smaller creatures to successfully take him down (he has been
defeated by normal dogs in the past). Though naturally a
predator, it is not often he manages to catch prey, as he is very
clumsy. This has made him rely more on fruit and veggies.
Overall in vore scenarios, he is about 90% prey and 10%
predator.



To help put that into perspective, here is a list of every type of
creature (animal or Pokemon) he has successfully hunted and
eaten: Mouse, Raccoon, Rat, Bat, Squirrel, Chipmunk, Zubat,
Rattata, Sparrow, Robin, Pidgey.

And here is a list of every type of creature (animal or Pokemon)
that has successfully turned the Corviknight into a meal: Cat,
dog, human (He has been served on Thanksgiving before),
gorilla, orangutan, orca, elephant, bear, crocodile, alligator,
hippo, horse, whale, shark, moose, cow, bull, dragon, lion, tiger,
hyena, wolf, kangaroo, giant rat, giant bat, giant eagle, snake,
Lugia, Dragonite, Gyarados, Tinkaton, Charizard, Swampert,
Incineroar, Feraligatr.

And the list keeps growing! So if you’re ever in the mood for a
tasty overgrown crow, look for Poe! He should be easy to hunt.


